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Key Points:8

• Sea ice meltwater controls the buoyancy of the mixed layer during early summer9

• Mixed layer eddies grow from mesoscale meltwater lateral gradients but are con-10

fined to the surface boundary layer11

• Observations suggest that mixed layer variability at submesoscales is dominated12

by wind-front interactions13
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Abstract14

In the sea ice-impacted Southern Ocean, the spring melt of sea ice modifies the upper15

ocean. These modified waters subduct and enter the global overturning circulation. Sub-16

mesoscale processes act to modulate the stratification of the mixed layer and therefore17

mixed layer properties. Sparse observations mean that the role of submesoscales in ex-18

change across the base of the mixed layer in this region is not well constrained. The goal19

of this study is to determine the interplay between sea ice melt, surface boundary layer20

forcing, and submesoscale flows in regulating the mixed layer structure in the Antarc-21

tic Marginal Ice Zone. High-resolution observations suggest that fine-scale lateral fronts,22

representative of submesoscale mixed layer eddies (MLEs), arise from mesoscale gradi-23

ents produced by northwards advecting sea ice meltwater. The strong salinity-driven strat-24

ification at the base of the mixed layer confined the MLEs to the upper ocean, limiting25

submesoscale vertical fluxes across the mixed layer base. This strong stratification pre-26

vents the local subduction by submesoscale flow of these modified waters, suggesting that27

the subduction site that links to the global overturning circulation does not correspond28

with the location of sea ice melt. However, the presence of MLEs enhanced the magni-29

tude of lateral gradients through stirring and increased the potential for Ekman-driven30

cross-frontal flow to modulate the stability of the mixed layer and mixed layer proper-31

ties. The inclusion, particularly of submesoscale Ekman Buoyancy Flux parameteriza-32

tions, in coupled-climate models, may improve the representation of mixed layer heat33

and freshwater transport in the ice-impacted Southern Ocean during summer.34

Plain Language Summary35

Sea ice melt around Antarctica is an annual event in which the state of the sur-36

face ocean is transformed, during which over 15 trillion litres of freshwater enters the up-37

per ocean. This fresh layer separates the upper ocean from the deep ocean and suppresses38

the exchange of heat and gases - like carbon dioxide - between the deep ocean and the39

atmosphere, with important implications for the climate system. Because of the spar-40

sity of high-resolution observations, the ability of current climate models to accurately41

represent this region is likely reduced. Using state of the art autonomous underwater glid-42

ers we observed key physical properties of the surface ocean following the melt of sea ice.43

The presence of fine scale fronts (sharp changes in density), of less than 10 km in hor-44

izontal scale, revealed that sea ice melt not only stabilizes the upper ocean, but also pro-45
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vides energy for small eddies to form. While the eddies are unable to extend deeper than46

the fresher surface layer, they enhance the ocean response to winds. These findings may47

contribute to the improvement of global climate models and our understanding of how48

the ocean will react to changes in sea ice under a warmer climate.49

1 Introduction50

Around Antarctica, sea ice forms a relatively thin (∼1 m) insulative layer over the51

ocean’s surface, covering an area of ∼19 million km2 (roughly equivalent in size to the52

Antarctic continent itself) and retreating to an area of ∼3 million km2 in summer (Parkinson,53

2014). This expansion and contraction of sea ice is important for Southern Ocean heat54

uptake since it modulates the transfer of heat between the atmosphere and deep waters55

through its influence on the salinity and density of the surface waters (Bitz et al., 2006;56

Kirkman & Bitz, 2011). However, climate models continue to diverge in their represen-57

tation of heat and carbon exchange in the Southern Ocean (Frölicher et al., 2015). With58

the paucity of observations south of 50oS (Newman et al., 2019; Swart et al., 2019), it59

is likely that some of the model uncertainties can be attributed to misrepresented atmosphere-60

ocean processes associated with the sea ice-impacted Southern Ocean (Chemke & Polvani,61

2020).62

The seasonal melt of Antarctic sea ice is the primary source of freshwater in the63

Southern Ocean south of 50oS (Abernathey et al., 2016). When the melting of sea ice64

occurs in the spring, freshwater (more than 15 trillion liters) is reintroduced into the sur-65

face waters and advected by Ekman processes (Speer et al., 2000) northwards. This phe-66

nomenon is associated with a net freshening and lightening of the mixed layer (ML) (Pellichero67

et al., 2017). Through the resultant impact on water mass transformation (Abernathey68

et al., 2016), the ice-impacted ML acts as a conduit between sea ice dynamics and the69

global ocean circulation (e.g., Haumann et al., 2016; Pellichero et al., 2018).70

At the northern edge of the sea ice, a dynamic band of low concentration sea ice71

defines the Marginal Ice Zone (MIZ), separating the open ocean from the ice pack. One-72

dimensional mixing processes associated with local sea ice melt and vertical mixing have73

been shown to dominate upper ocean physics in MIZs (Dewey et al., 2017; Smith et al.,74

2018). However, it has been demonstrated by theory and models that submesoscale flows75

in MIZs interact with horizontal gradients in density to modify ML structure, (Horvat76
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et al., 2016; Lu et al., 2015; Manucharyan & Thompson, 2017), and by observations in77

the Arctic (Timmermans & Winsor, 2013; Koenig et al., 2020; Brenner et al., 2020) and78

more recently in the Antarctic (e.g. (Swart et al., 2020; Biddle & Swart, 2020).79

Mixed layer baroclinic instabilities (MLI, (Fox-Kemper et al., 2008)), a class of sub-80

mesoscale flows, are characterized dynamically by order one Richardson and Rossby num-81

bers (Thomas et al., 2013; McWilliams, 2016). MLI give rise to mixed layer eddies (MLEs),82

which can increase surface stratification through an eddy overturning and induce large83

vertical velocities and fluxes. In this way, surface stratification is influenced both dia-84

batically through heat gain and loss to the atmosphere, and adiabatically, through the85

dynamical restratification by frontal slumping. While a range of submesoscale flows can86

impact surface boundary layer variability, MLEs, associated with baroclinic instabilities,87

are ubiquitous in the surface ocean.88

MLI have the potential to structure the upper ocean in sea ice-impacted regions.89

A combination of simulations and observations by Horvat et al. (2016) and Lu et al. (2015)90

show MLI can be formed from freshwater fronts by melted sea ice and result in the hor-91

izontal mixing of heat, enhancing the melt of nearby ice floes. Similarly, Manucharyan92

and Thompson (2017) model MLI which feed off existing frontal structures in a MIZ.93

The submesoscale structuring of fronts and filaments leads to intermittent fluxes of heat94

and sea ice which can contribute to the structuring of the upper ocean in MIZs. MLEs,95

which grow from the MLI, may contribute to the flux of underlying warmer water to the96

surface. Adding a layer of complexity, von Appen et al. (2018) propose that subduction97

associated with baroclinic instabilities and ML fronts is enhanced due to increased mix-98

ing from cabbeling - when two water masses of the same density mix and the resultant99

water mass is denser. MLEs tend to give rise to increased stratification, however, Brenner100

et al. (2020) could not conclusively show that eddies formed from baroclinic instabili-101

ties were a leading factor in setting the ML stratification. This study suggests that MLEs102

may not be sufficiently strong in MIZs to impact upper ocean stratification. The results103

from ice-covered (Timmermans et al., 2012) and ice-free (Timmermans & Winsor, 2013)104

Arctic MIZ observational campaigns provide evidence for submesoscale restratification,105

albeit with potential density spectral slopes steeper (k−3) than the open ocean mid-latitudes106

(k−2), suggesting that different physical mechanisms are controlling the horizontal struc-107

ture of the upper ocean compared to mid-latitudes. In the Antarctic, evidence of active108

MLI has been observed (Biddle & Swart, 2020), even under suppressed surface forcing109
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(reduced wind and solar heat loss from sea ice cover), emphasising the role of sea ice fronts110

in the production of submesoscale instabilities. While it has been shown that MLI are111

actively structuring the ML in MIZs - through restratification or lateral and vertical mix-112

ing - it remains uncertain in observations whether MLI are strong enough to result in113

significant vertical fluxes across the base of the ML in the strongly stratified MIZs.114

Observations of wind-front interactions in ice-free MIZs yield contrasting results115

between the studies. Under winter conditions near the Arctic MIZ, Koenig et al. (2020)116

provide evidence of sustained turbulence by forced symmetric instabilities associated with117

downfront winds and heat loss from the surface layer, which extract potential vorticity118

from the water column at submesoscale fronts. Conversely, Brenner et al. (2020) found119

that upfront winds lead to frontogenesis on time scales shorter than Ekman dynamics.120

The Antarctic MIZ differs from the Arctic in that the Antarctic sea ice sector experi-121

ences strong, event scale storms (Patoux et al., 2009; Vichi et al., 2019). Swart et al. (2020)122

suggest that in the stormy conditions of the Antarctic MIZ, wind forced thermohaline123

shear dispersion, in combination with slumping by MLEs, act to reduce the strength of124

freshwater surface layer fronts. When the winds subside, fronts are able to reform by the125

stirring of the fresher surface layer by mesoscale eddies and therefore persist well into126

the summer.127

Submesoscale motions and instabilities are seasonal across the world’s oceans, with128

stronger flows under winter/low ML stratification conditions (Callies et al., 2015). In the129

Antarctic MIZ during summer, solar heating and freshwater input from bulk sea ice melt130

both act to stratify the surface layer (Swart et al., 2020), similar to other freshwater driven131

systems (e.g. Gulf of Mexico; Luo et al., 2016). However, while the freshwater influx strat-132

ifies the ML, the dispersing freshwater, originating from sea ice melt, also introduces mesoscale133

fronts from which submesoscale instabilities can form. The dynamic nature of the South-134

ern Ocean surface layer, influenced by strong winds and passing storms, maintains strat-135

ification weaker than otherwise. This sets up an unique interplay between submesoscale136

ML fronts, stratifying 1D ocean-atmosphere buoyancy fluxes and destratifying mechan-137

ical mixing by winds. Dissecting these interactions and their seasonal evolution is the138

topic of this paper.139

The preceding research suggests that properties of the surface layer in polar MIZs140

is not driven purely by one-dimensional processes. Here, we hypothesise that the per-141
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sistence of submesoscale activity in the ice-free Antarctic MIZ is associated with north-142

wards advecting freshwater from sea ice melt. We use high resolution in situ data in com-143

bination with satellite and reanalysis products to interrogate the evolution of the ML144

in the Antarctic MIZ, from immediately after sea ice melt to the end of summer.145

2 Data and Methods146

2.1 Study Region147

The Robotic Observations and Modeling of the Marginal Ice Zone (ROAM-MIZ)148

project (2019-2023) involves a field campaign set in the Antarctic MIZ, south of the South-149

ern Boundary of the ACC (Figure 1a), with a key objective of characterising the role of150

submesoscale flows on stratification, air-sea fluxes and mixed-layer-interior exchange in151

the sea ice-impacted Southern Ocean. Satellite color imagery (from the 7th January, at152

a nominal spatial resolution of ∼0.3 km, Figure 1b) reveal surface chlorophyll concen-153

trations that suggest the presence of both mesoscale and submesoscale variability. The154

study region is covered entirely by sea ice during the winter (Figure 1d).155

The maximum and minimum sea ice extent for the 2018-2019 season occurred on156

the 3rd September 2018 and 23rd February 2019, respectively (computed as the max-157

imum integral of pixels with a sea ice concentration > 0.15 from AMSR2; Figure 1a,d).158

The surface ocean is impacted by ocean-atmosphere buoyancy fluxes (here confined to159

surface heating defined as the sum of shortwave, longwave, latent and sensible heat, plus160

Evaporation-Precipitation; refer to section 2.4 for a more detailed explanation of the data161

used). At the ROAM-MIZ site, ocean-atmosphere buoyancy fluxes peak on the 25th De-162

cember at 256 W m−2, largely attributable to incoming solar heat (Figure 2a,b). Pre-163

cipitation events occurred throughout the summer season (Figure 2b). The mean wind164

stress is 0.09 N m−2 ± 0.08 N m−2 with three wind events (storms) reaching 0.4 - 0.6165

N m−2 (Figure 2c). Wind direction was variable, but predominantly westerly.166

2.2 Seaglider mission and data processing167

A Seaglider was deployed at 60oS, 0oE, 445 km south of the Southern Boundary168

of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), estimated using the criteria of Swart et169

al. (2010), based on contours of SSH (Figure 1b). The deployment commenced in early170

summer (14th December 2018), just four days after the melt of sea ice when the surface171
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Figure 1. Figure 1: a) Regional view of the ROAM-MIZ study site, showing SMOS salin-

ity on the 16th December 2018, and the sea ice concentration at the time of deployment (14th

December 2018). Maximum and minimum sea ice extent for the year 2018-2019 are contoured

in dotted and solid orange lines respectively. b) A snap-shot of Sentinal-3A OCLI Chlorophyll

Ocean Colour in cloud free conditions on the 6th January 2020, during the deployment. The

Southern Boundary of the ACC is demarcated by the dashed magenta line. The deployment is

marked by the red bow-tie, reflecting the sampling pattern that was maintained for the dura-

tion of the deployment. c) Heat map showing the spatial distribution of profiles captured by the

Seaglider. d) Annual time series of net downward heat flux and sea ice concentration at 60oS,

0oE. The time of deployment and retrieval of the Seaglider is indicated by the black arrows.
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Figure 2. Summer time series of surface forcing from ERA5 reanalysis at the ROAM-MIZ site

between December 2018 and March 2019. a) surface heat flux decomposed into its components:

shortwave, longwave, sensible and latent heat flux with the sum of components, the net surface

heat flux plotted in black. A running mean of 24 hours is applied to the net surface heat flux, b)

surface freshwater flux (E-P) and c) wind stress with the distribution of the wind direction inset.

The average wind stress is marked with a grey dashed line.
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heat flux into the ocean was almost at its maximum (Figure 1d), and continued for 102172

days, until the 26th March. The Seaglider was piloted in a ‘bow-tie’ sampling pattern173

completing repeat transects of approximately 20 km in length. The bow-tie sampling strat-174

egy was adopted to best observe the isotropic lateral gradients at submesoscales and thus175

provide a statistical representation of the lateral gradients in the region (see section 2.5).176

To assess the background mesoscale field, at the start and middle of the mission, two north-177

south mesoscale transects (185 km and 120 km, respectively) were completed. In total,178

the Seaglider covered a distance of 2074 km, collecting 974 profiles, 1000 meters in depth.179

Noting that Seagliders sample in both time and space, for the analysis we interpret the180

data in a Eulerian sense, similar to the approach used by du Plessis et al. (2019).181

The Seaglider sampled temperature and conductivity (salinity) nominally at 0.2182

Hz, equating to a vertical resolution of 0.2-1.5 m, with an average resolution of 0.5 m183

in the upper 400 m. The Seaglider data was prepared for analysis using GliderTools (Gregor184

et al., 2019). Salinity and temperature were converted to absolute salinity and conser-185

vative temperature respectively, using the Gibbs Seawater toolbox (McDougall & Barker,186

2011). Finally, the Seaglider conductivity and temperature data were corrected against187

the calibrated shipborne data from conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) casts at the188

deployment and retrieval of the Seaglider (as per Swart et al. (2015)). The mixed layer189

depth (MLD) is calculated from the Seaglider data using the density difference criteria190

of 0.03 kg m−3 from a reference depth of 10 m (de Boyer Montégut et al., 2004).191

2.3 Thermal lag correction of salinity192

Small errors in profile-to-profile temperature and salinity estimates can artificially193

enhance estimates of lateral buoyancy gradients. The accurate estimation of submesoscale194

fluxes, which are a function of lateral buoyancy gradients, demands minimising instru-195

mental error.196

Salinity is inferred from measured conductivity and temperature. A temperature197

sensor measures seawater temperature outside of the conductivity cell, while a conduc-198

tivity sensor measures seawater conductivity inside of the conductivity cell. This spatio-199

temporal mismatch introduces an offset in the temperature of the water that the con-200

ductivity sensor actually measures, resulting in thermal lag that needs to be corrected201

for, to obtain accurate salinity measurements. The presence of thermal lag in data re-202
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sults in errors in salinity and density, especially at the thermocline where there are sharp203

gradients in temperature and salinity.204

In the case of unpumped CTDs, the vehicle propulsion is what induces flow through205

the sensor. Thermal-lag effects change as the speed of the vehicle fluctuates, especially206

across the thermocline and when the vehicle is at apogee. A correction, as described by207

Lueck and Picklo (1990) and more recently Garau et al. (2011), is applied to the con-208

ductivity and temperature sensor in the initial processing. The effectiveness of this cor-209

rection depends on knowing the speed of the vehicle and therefore the speed of the flow210

of water through the conductivity sensor, which is reliant on determining a good flight211

model. Two models are derived: 1) from the change in pressure observed by the vehi-212

cle (glider-slope model) and 2) from the change in buoyancy (hydrodynamic model) of213

the vehicle (Frajka-Williams et al., 2011), which rely on good estimations of the gliders214

lift, drag, induced drag coefficients, volumes, glider absolute compressibility and glider215

volumetric thermal expansion. The accuracy of these variables is reliant firstly on pre-216

deployment measurements and initial piloting procedures, and secondly by minimising217

error in the flight model (e.g. regressing the glider-slope model with the hydrodynamic218

model, as implemented in the UEA-GliderToolbox1).219

Error induced in the data by thermal lag is particularly pertinent in waters where220

the density is set by salinity; this is because salinity is most affected by thermal lag, with221

the correction resulting in a root mean square error of 4 ×10−3 g kg−1. An analysis of222

the offset between climb and dive and dive and climb profiles during the deployment, high-223

lights the regions where thermal lag most affects the data (Figure 3).224

To constrain the error in our analysis of submesoscale fluxes we quantify the er-225

ror contribution to ML lateral density gradients by thermal lag. We compute the dif-226

ference between dive-climb (climb-dive) dives between the surface and 15 m above the227

ML (Figure 3d,h). By inspecting the distribution of all the differences in density between228

climb and dive profiles we see a skewed distribution to the left (Figure 3d) with the 50th229

percentile of corrected profiles with an RMSE of 0.005 kg m−3 km−1 (0.002 kg m−3 km−1),230

indicated by the dashed red lines in Figure 3d and 3h. The error is smaller in the dive-231

climb dive pairs (Figure 3h) because the distance between the profiles is larger. The skewed232

1 http://www.byqueste.com/toolbox.html
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Figure 3. Seaglider uncorrected and thermal lag corrected a,e) conservative temperature

(CT), b,f) absolute salinity (AS) and c,g) density (ρ). The mean and standard deviation of the

ML depth is indicated by dashed lines. d,h) Distribution of the salinity differences between the

surface and 15m above the MLD between all climb and dive Seaglider profiles. a-d) Climb-Dive

e-h) Dive-Climb

error suggests the presence of weak thermal lag error between the surface (2 m) and 15233

m above the MLD. This skewness towards underestimating the salinity is consistent with234

the Seaglider transiting from a warmer surface layer (cooler winter water) to a cooler win-235

ter water (warmer surface layer) on the dive (climb). Lateral density gradients of up to236

0.015 kg m−3 km−1 are captured by the Seaglider, with the 50th percentile residual er-237

ror after correcting for thermal lag resulting in an overestimation of lateral density gra-238

dients per km by 7 % on the dive/climb pairs and 17 % on the climb/dive pairs. Alto-239

gether, the overestimation of lateral gradients due to thermal lag is likely counterbalanced240

by the fact that gradients are underestimated because the Seaglider does not sample fronts241

perpendicularly (see section 4.5.1).242
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2.4 Atmospheric Reanalysis and satellite data243

Surface forcing was obtained from ECMWFs (European Centre for Medium-Range244

Weather Forecasts) ERA5 reanalysis. Wind stress was computed from meridional and245

zonal winds at 10 m height. Net surface heat fluxes (Qnet) were computed from short-246

wave and longwave contributions, as well as latent and sensible heat fluxes. Net fresh-247

water fluxes (FWF) were computed as Evaporation-Precipitation. Sea ice fluxes are not248

included because the region was sampled after the sea ice had melted. For comparison249

to Qnet , FWF is first converted to a surface buoyancy flux and then to an equivalent250

heat flux with the following equation:251

QFWF = ρ0Cp
β

α
Ssurf (E − P ) , (1)252

where g is gravity, ρ0 = 1027 kg m−3 is a reference density, Cp = 4000 J K−1 kg−1 is253

the heat capacity of water, α = 5.7 K−1 is the thermal expansion coefficient of water and254

β = 7.8 ×10−4 kg g−1.255

The sea surface height fields used to determine the location of the Southern Bound-256

ary of the ACC are based on SSALTO/Duacs Maps of Absolute Dynamic Height (MADT).257

Daily sea ice concentration from AMSR2 (Spreen et al., 2008), with a 6.25 km lateral258

resolution, was used in this study. The sea ice sector of the Southern Ocean was defined259

by the winter maximum of sea ice, with sea ice concentration greater than 15 %. The260

regional maps of salinity are produced from ESA’s Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity (SMOS)261

Earth Explorer mission using de-biased Sea Surface Salinity L3 v4 maps that were gen-262

erated by LOCEAN/ACRI-ST Expertise Center (Boutin et al., 2018). The global stan-263

dard deviation of SMOS is 0.20 psu in the open ocean, compared to 100 km-averaged264

ship SSS, but in polar seas this is increased. Acknowledging this, we use SMOS only to265

characterise the regional impact of sea ice on salinity, rather than relying on the actual266

magnitude in salinity. The surface chlorophyll map was produced with Level 2 data from267

the Copernicus Sentinel-3 Ocean and Land Colour Instrument.268
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2.5 Buoyancy gradients269

Along-track (as measured by the Seaglider) time series of buoyancy were calculated270

as271

b = g(1− ρ/ρo). (2)272

The contribution of temperature and salinity to the magnitude of lateral (along-273

track) density gradients was computed as:274

bx = gα
∂T

∂x
− gβ ∂S

∂x
. (3)275

By design, Seagliders sample in a ‘saw tooth’ pattern as they propel themselves through276

adjusting their buoyancy. This results in ML (z ∼ 10 - 40 m) profiles which are captured277

at high resolution (x ∼ 300 m) between a climb profile and a dive profile, and profiles278

which are further apart (x ∼ 4 km) between a dive profile and a climb profile. An in-279

depth analysis of the implications of this sampling pattern in capturing lateral gradients280

in the ML is provided by (Swart et al., 2020) (see their Supplementary Figure 2).281

The calculation of lateral buoyancy gradients ∂b
∂x and associated submesoscale fluxes282

necessitated interpolation onto a uniform grid. For this analysis, along-track measure-283

ments of temperature and salinity, after binning to 1 m vertical bins, were linearly in-284

terpolated onto a uniform grid of ∂x = 1 km, from which density and buoyancy were com-285

puted. The ML lateral buoyancy gradient is computed as the along-track average buoy-286

ancy between the surface (2 m) and 15 m above the ML (∼ 25 m) to reduce the error287

induced by thermal lag (see discussion in section 2.3).288

2.6 Stratification and Turner angle analysis289

The Brunt-Väisälä frequency is computed and decomposed into contributions from290

temperature and salinity using the following formulation:291

N2
ts =

∂b

∂z
= gα

∂T

∂z
− gβ ∂S

∂z
. (4)292

The relative influence of temperature and salinity on vertical density stratification293

(N2) is quantified with the Turner angle, which is defined as Tu = arctan(Rp), using the294

density ratio Rp ≡ α∂T∂z (β ∂S∂z )−1 (Turner, 1973). ∂T
∂z and ∂S

∂z are the vertical derivatives295
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of temperature and salinity. The Turner angle is positive when temperature and salin-296

ity have competing effects on density stratification. For Tu = π/4, temperature strat-297

ification is fully compensated by salinity stratification. For Tu = −π/4, salinity and tem-298

perature contribute equally to the density stratification. Salinity stratification exceeds299

the contribution from temperature stratification when −π/4 < Tu < π/4, and temper-300

ature stratification dominates when |Tu| > π/4.301

Similarly, a horizontal Turner angle can be defined by replacing the vertical gra-302

dient in temperature with a horizontal gradient. In this way the temperature and salin-303

ity contribution to lateral fronts can be decomposed. Fronts in which the Turner angle304

is positive are at least partially compensated, with Tu > π/4 indicating that temper-305

ature has a stronger impact on density than salinity. Fronts where Tu < 0 are anti-compensated306

in which salinity and temperature are acting constructively to create differences in den-307

sity. These situations have the potential to produce strong density fronts; however hor-308

izontal density gradients can slump due to gravity and may not persist (Rudnick & Cole,309

2011). The horizontal Turner angle is computed using a length scale of 1 km.310

To test whether the distribution in the vertical and horizontal Turner angles changes311

over the course of the summer season, the data is split into the first quartile (early sum-312

mer) and last quartile (late summer) of the full dataset until the atmospheric heat flux313

becomes zero. Each quartile consists of 500 data points, equivalent to 22 days and 25314

days in early and late summer respectively, a temporal resolution of roughly 1 hour.315

2.7 Submesoscale Equivalent Heat Fluxes316

The non-dimensional Richardson number (Ri = N2

(∂u/∂z)2 = f2

N2 (∂x∂z )2 ), which317

provides a ratio between vertical stratification and geostrophic shear, characterizes the318

dynamic regime where large values, Ri >> 1, represent quasi-geostrophic flow and small319

values, Ri ≈ 1, an ageostrophic regime where submesoscale flows may be active. Us-320

ing Seaglider observations, we apply the thermal wind assumption such that geostrophic321

shear is given by the squared along-track lateral gradient normalised by the Coriolis ac-322

celeration to give the bulk Richardson number, Rib = f2N2

b2x
.323

MLI develop through cross-frontal motion that results in the stretching or compres-324

sion of fluid parcels. Because vorticity is conserved during this process, there is an in-325

verse cascade of energy and eddies are formed (referred to as mixed layer eddies (MLEs)),326
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that typically manifest at horizontal scales O(0.1-10 km) and can induce vertical veloc-327

ities of O(100) m day−1 (Boccaletti et al., 2007) by converting horizontal buoyancy gra-328

dients into vertical gradients. This overturning of density surfaces restratifies the wa-329

ter column and can be expressed in terms of a vertical stream function (Fox-Kemper et330

al., 2008):331

ψMLI = 0.06
µ(z)bxH

2

|f |
, (5)332

where µ, represents the vertical structure and is set to unity for simplicity. The verti-333

cal buoyancy flux associated with the MLI stream function can be represented as an equiv-334

alent heat flux, (Mahadevan et al., 2012):335

QMLE = 0.06
b2xH

2

|f |
Cpρ0
αg

, (6)336

where 0.06 is an empirically-defined coefficient determined by numerical models (Fox-337

Kemper et al., 2008) and bx is the along-track buoyancy gradient. Because the MLI pa-338

rameterization by Fox-Kemper et al. (2008) is based on the assumption that MLI grow339

from the potential energy stored in mesoscale lateral gradients, we applied a rolling win-340

dow of 8km (∼ 4 times the internal Rossby radius of deformation) such that the QMLE341

values estimated here are based on the mesoscale field.342

While QMLE is always positive and acts to restratify the ML, cross frontal Ekman-343

driven flow by overlying wind fields result in lateral density advection. In particular, sur-344

face wind stress oriented downfront, or in the direction of the geostrophic shear, produces345

an Ekman transport that advects less buoyant over more buoyant water, a condition that346

is gravitationally unstable and induces turbulent mixing, arresting re-stratification. This347

mechanical surface forcing can, similarly to MLI, be expressed as an equivalent heat flux,348

referred to as Ekman Buoyancy Flux (EBF), which involves the component of the wind349

stress aligned with the submesoscale front (Thomas & Lee, 2005; D’Asaro et al., 2011):350

QEBF = −b
2
xτ
y

f

Cpρ0
g

. (7)351

In calculating the along-front (across-track) wind stress, the wind will not always352

be aligned with the surface fronts. Following (Viglione et al., 2018), the winds were ro-353
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tated relative to the Seaglider orientation to determine the wind stress component per-354

pendicular to the Seaglider’s trajectory (τy). Negative values of QEBF correspond to desta-355

bilizing, down-front conditions.356

For this analysis, we assume the Ekman layer is equivalent to the MLD. This as-357

sumption simplifies the vertical structure of the upper ocean. While we acknowledge this358

is a non-trivial assumption, the equivalence of the MLD and the Ekman layer is perhaps359

reasonable under these summer conditions, when the ML is shallow and the winds are360

strong. A scaling analysis of the Ekman depth based on a κd, the turbulent diffusivity,361

∼ 0.1 m2 s−1, gives an Ekman depth (HE =
√

2κd/f) of about 40 m, which is the av-362

erage MLD of the upper ocean in these observations.363

A case study is presented to contextualise the results described later in this paper.364

A subset of the Seaglider observations (with the Seaglider moving both in the southward365

direction and the northward direction) and winds from which the submesoscale processes366

of MLI and EBF is computed is shown in Figure 4. EBF is positive (restratifying) un-367

der conditions where the across-track winds are oriented upfront. Upfront winds are de-368

fined when the across-track winds and along-track bx observed by the Seaglider have the369

same sign. For example, during the northward transect, negative bx and negative τy in-370

dicate lighter, more buoyant water to the south in combination with westerly winds. In371

the southern hemisphere, westerly winds result in Ekman transport to the north, push-372

ing lighter water over denser water and restratification.373

3 Results374

3.1 Mixed Layer Properties375

The ML properties evolve over summer from cold and fresh (34 g kg−1, -1.2 oC),376

to warmer and saltier (1.5 oC, 34.2 g kg−1, Figure 5). A cold, relatively salty Winter Wa-377

ter (WW) layer, defined as the temperature minimum layer below the 1027.5 kg m−3 isopy-378

cnal, separates the ML from the warm and salty upper Circumpolar Deep Water (uCDW)379

at the 1027.7 kg m−3 isopycnal (see supplementary figure, S1). Four days after the com-380

plete melt of sea ice, the surface layer had shoaled from ∼ 100 m (observed by a nearby381

SOCCOM float, see supplementary figure S2) to 41.0 m, gradually deepening to 80 m382

over the three month glider deployment.383
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Figure 4. Case study of Seaglider observations during which a strong lateral gradient was

sampled. a) Glider trajectory, colored by the buoyancy at 15 m. Black arrows indicate the start

and end of the subsample. Wind stress vectors are overlaid in grey. b) Section of buoyancy with

the mixed layer depth overlaid in black. c) Wind stress oriented perpendicular to the Seaglider

track. d) Along-track buoyancy gradient as observed by the Seaglider. e) Estimated submesoscale

equivalent heat fluxes (Qequiv): QMLE , QEBF . The solid lines indicate when the Seaglider was

moving southwards, while the dashed lines indicate when the Seaglider was moving northwards.
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Figure 5. Time series of a) Seaglider sampled absolute salinity. Thin black lines denote den-

sity isopycnals with an interval of 0.01 kg m−3. The mixed layer depth is shown in white. The

lower bound of Winter Water is marked with magenta lines, identified by the density isopycnal

= 1027.7 kg m−3, the temperature maximum beneath the mixed layer. b) The same as (a) but

for buoyancy. c) Temperature and salinity contribution to ML buoyancy (at 10 m depth). d) The

average mixed layer buoyancy gradients and e) Temperature and salinity contribution to vertical

stratification at the base of the mixed layer. The solid red lines above the plot indicate when the

Seaglider was completing mesoscale transects.
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ML buoyancy increases from -3 ×10−3 m s−2 in December to -1.5 ×10−3 m s−2
384

by late February, before decreasing again. Buoyancy gradients of up to 1.5 ×10−7 s−2
385

are observed, equivalent to density fronts of 0.015 kg m−3 km−1, and salinity fronts of386

0.02 g kg−1 km−1. The largest lateral buoyancy gradients (those greater than 5 ×10−8
387

s−2, Figure 5d) are observed until mid-February. Early summer is characterized by N2
388

values at the base of the ML of 1.1 ×10−4 ± 4.6 ×10−5 s−1, which decrease in late sum-389

mer to 6.7 ×10−5 ± 3.9 ×10−5 s−1. Towards the end of summer, from ∼ 8th March, the390

ML deepens to 80 m, WW isopycnals move closer together, and stratification at the base391

of the ML increases again to 1.4 ×10−4 ± 6.6 ×10−5 s−1 in March.392

Seaglider observed conditions in the upper ocean are embedded within a larger mesoscale393

field. In this region, and during the sea ice melt season, the mesoscale field is predom-394

inantly structured by northwards advecting freshwater from sea ice melt. The freshwa-395

ter signal emanating from the melting sea ice, observed in SMOS Sea Surface Salinity396

(Figure 1a), is mirrored in the Seaglider profiles (Figure 5a) and specifically in the first397

mesoscale transect (Figure 6a). Low saline water is advected northwards by the predom-398

inantly westerly winds. We confirm this by estimating the Ekman component of the salin-399

ity tendency budget from lateral salinity gradients observed during the mesoscale tran-400

sects.401

∂SEkman
∂t

= Ue.∇Sm, (8)402

where,403

Ue =
1

ρofH

 τy

−τx

 (9)404

∂SEkman

∂t is computed by taking an average across-track wind stress of 0.09 N m−2
405

to the east (note that the wind stress varies synoptically and not seasonally), and the406

large scale gradient across the two mesoscale transects shown in Figure 6. The Ekman407

contribution to the upper ocean salinity tendency is larger than or comparable to the408

salinity tendency attributable to freshwater flux by evaporation and precipitation (∂SEkman

∂t409

∼ 2.1 ×10−8 g kg−1 s−1 and ∂SFWF

∂t ∼ 4.8 ×10−9 g kg−1 s−1). The contribution of Sekman410

decreases in the second mesoscale transect as the mesoscale lateral salinity gradient de-411

creases (Figure 6b), potentially indicating a decrease in freshwater advection northwards.412
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Figure 6. Subset of the Seaglider data showing the mesoscale transects at the beginning (a,

b) and middle of the deployment (c, d). Panels a) and c) show the Seaglider trajectory with

salinity overlaid. Panels c) and d) are sections of the glider-observed buoyancy. Black lines in

panels c) and d) are the mixed layer depth.

3.2 Vertical and lateral stratification413

To quantify the contribution of salinity and temperature to ML density, the ver-414

tical and horizontal Turner angles were computed. In both cases, the haline contribu-415

tion to density decreases as the season progresses (Figure 7).416

In the vertical, the average Turner angle of the upper 200 m reveals a bimodal struc-417

ture representing the interface between the surface water and WW, and the interface be-418

tween uCDW and WW (shown in the time series, Figure 5a, b). In late summer, the dis-419

tribution of the vertical Turner angle shifts to −π
2 , representing the increased role of tem-420

perature in setting vertical stratification.421

Similar to the vertical stratification, lateral density variations in the ML are salin-422

ity compensated during early summer (Tu distribution centered at zero, Figure 7b), mov-423

ing towards mixed salinity and temperature compensated fronts towards late summer424

(distribution broadens).425
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Figure 7. Distribution of the Turner angle in the upper ocean at 60oS, 0oE during summer

(black line), decomposed into early summer (blue line) and late summer (red line). a) Histogram

of the vertical Turner angle averaged in the upper 200 m. b) Histogram of the horizontal Turner

angle. Bootstrapping was applied to the early summer and later summer subsets to give the

confidence intervals marked in light blue and pink shading, respectively.

3.3 Submesoscale instabilities and fluxes426

Wavenumber spectra are used to describe the horizontal density variance in the sur-427

face layer. Typically, spectra with slopes k−2 indicate submesoscale variability, while spec-428

tra with slopes k−3 are more representative of geostrophic regimes (Charney, 1971). The429

spectra in Figure 8 are computed by removing the seasonal trend from the gridded den-430

sity data averaged over 10 - 30 m, then averaging the Fourier coefficients in wavenum-431

ber bands with more degrees of freedom at higher wavenumbers. The slope of the spec-432

tra in Figure 8a is computed from regressing the spectra between 3-20 km, while the slope433

in Figure 8b, is taken between 3-50 km. We limit the lowest wavelength to 3 km, after434

which the slope flattens, representing high frequency variability where instrumental noise435

interference cannot be separated from physical observations (Rudnick & Cole, 2011). The436

mean slope of all the short (∼ 20 km) glider transects is k = -2.2 ± 0.76. Whilst the slope437

is not consistent between transects, their are more occurrences of k=-2 slopes during early438

summer (mid-December after the mesoscale transects to end-January, 50 % of the tran-439

sects, k = -2.08 ± 0.73) compared to late summer (February to March, 25 % of the tran-440
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Figure 8. Power spectral density over the average upper 10 m - 30 m for (a) the 20 km

transects and (b) mesoscale transects. In (a), the black line is the average spectra from all the

transects with a slope of k = -2.2 ± 0.76, the blue line is the average from December to January

(early summer, k = -2.08 ± 0.73), and the red line the average of February to March (late sum-

mer, k = -3.0 ± 1.25). The blue and red lines split the spectrum into the first mesoscale transect

(blue) and the second mesoscale transect (red). The 95 % confidence interval of the spectra is

plotted in the lower left corners of each panel. Reference slopes of k−2 and k−3 are shown by the

gray dashed lines and labeled in the figure. The slope in the first mesoscale transect (M1) is k =

-2.0 ± 0.30 and k = -2.6 ± 0.23 in the later transect (M2).

sects, k = -3.0 ± 1.25). Moreover, focusing on the spectra itself, the total magnitude of441

the density variability is smaller and the reduction in variance is greater at smaller scales442

(at high wavenumbers), later in the summer season. The mesoscale transects from Fig-443

ure 6 are plotted in Figure 8b. Here, there is a change in slope from k ∼ -2 to k ∼ -3 (k444

= -2.0 ± 0.30 and k = -2.6 ± 0.23 in the first and second mesoscale transects respectively).445

Note that for each of the slopes in Figures 8a and 8b, a sensitivity analysis to the choice446

of length scale over which to compute the slope was performed, and did not adjust the447

magnitude of the slopes significantly (not shown).448
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We focus our analysis on the potential for MLI to form the submesoscale structure449

suggested in Figure 8. Conditions where lateral gradients have scales of O(1) km and450

stratification is weak (Richardson numbers ∼ O(1)), indicate when the water column is451

predisposed for submesoscale overturning to occur. We assess the wavelength and growth452

rate of the fastest growing MLI, defined as (Stone, 1970; Fox-Kemper et al., 2008):453

lmax =
2πU

f

√
1 +Ri

5/2
, (10)454

τmax =

√
54

5

√
1 +Ri

f
, (11)455

U, is the vertical shear, determined by multiplying H (the MLD) by the geostrophic456

shear, calculated from the Seaglider derived lateral buoyancy gradient, as |bx|/f , under457

the assumption of thermal wind balance:458

U ≡ |bx|
f
H.

For the ice-free Antarctic MIZ during summer, taking Ri = 1, a typical maximum459

growth rate is 10 hours, using f ∼ 1.26 ×10−4 s−1, the local inertial frequency, with a460

typical length scale of 1.4 km (using a MLD of 40 m and lateral buoyancy gradient of461

1 x 10−7 s−1). These scales are comparable to simulations by Fox-Kemper et al. (2008),462

in which an MLD = 100 m and M2 = 2f2, results in τmax ∼ 16.8 hours and l ∼ 3.9 km.463

Using the Seaglider measured lateral buoyancy gradient, MLD and Richardson num-464

ber, we extend the analysis of the MLI growth rate and wavelength to the full time se-465

ries (Figure 9). Within the ML, the Richardson number varied over several orders of mag-466

nitude (Figure 9c), a function of stratification at the base of the ML and the strength467

of the lateral buoyancy gradients. During the summer season most of the ML flows are468

characterized by Ri >> 1, influenced by the strong stratification resulting from the re-469

cent sea ice melt, RiML ∼ 1 ×105. Intermittently, a combination of weaker stratifica-470

tion and strong lateral buoyancy gradients brings the system towards an ageostrophic471

regime where RiML < 4 in 25% of profiles (Figure 9c). The distribution of the mag-472

nitude of lateral buoyancy gradients is skewed to the left, with the majority of lateral473

gradients being weak (Figure 9a). In early summer, the occurrence of strong lateral buoy-474

ancy gradients is more frequent than during later summer (Figure 9f). For the same time475
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Figure 9. Histograms of : a) Magnitude of along-track buoyancy gradient, b) MLD, c)

Richardson Number, d) MLI Wavelength, e) MLI Inverse growth rate. Median values are in-

dicated by the black dashed lines. (f-j) show the seasonal shift in distributions of (a-e) from early

summer to late summer using the same definitions as in Figure 5.

period, the distribution of MLD is gaussian (Figure 9b), shifting to a deeper average dur-476

ing late summer (Figure 9g). The majority of the distribution of the wavelength of the477

fastest growing MLI is typically less than 5 km (Figure 9d), similar to the internal Rossby478

radius of deformation, Lr = NH/f = 2 ± 0.6 km. The inverse growth rate of MLI is a479

function of the Richardson number and follows a similar distribution to that of the Richard-480

son number (Figure 9e). The Richardson number, wavelength and growth rate of MLI481

display a tendency towards higher magnitudes during late summer (Figure 9h-j). Together,482

these results suggest that the upper ocean undergoes a shift from early summer to late483

summer in the scales that describe the instabilities and eddies.484

Similarly, MLE fluxes and EBF, which both depend on lateral buoyancy gradients,485

weaken as the summer season progresses and the strength of lateral buoyancy gradients486

decreases (Figure 10). When MLI is active, their stratifying potential is weak (< 50 W487

m−2). Conversely, wind interactions with ML fronts have the potential to impact strat-488

ification in the ML, with the observed submesoscale fronts (bx ∼ (O) 5 ×10−8 s−2 ), suf-489

ficient to induce EBF fluxes greater than 200 W m−2. Together, EBF and MLE increase490

the variability of the total equivalent heat flux in the ML during early summer by 55 %491
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(from standard deviation of 35.9 W m−2 to 80.5 W m−2), compared to late summer when492

the influence of submesoscale fluxes is almost negligible, (standard deviation increases493

from 32.4 W m−2 to 34.4 W m−2 with the inclusion of submesoscale fluxes) (Figure 10c).494

4 Discussion495

This study investigates ML dynamics over a summer season in the Antarctic MIZ,496

in which our three main aims are addressed. First, we investigate whether ML fronts,497

formed by recent sea ice melt water, remain prevalent during the early summer in the498

ice free MIZ. Secondly, we characterize submesoscale flows as the summer season pro-499

gresses and thirdly, we evaluate their impact on the structure of the ML, such as its depth500

and stratification.501

4.1 A salinity-driven system502

We find a shift from salinity-dominated to mixed salinity/temperature controlled503

buoyancy variability through the progression of the summer season. Salinity-driven buoy-504

ancy variability is expected in the ice-impacted Southern Ocean where sea ice derived505

waters drive the seasonal ML salinity budget (Pellichero et al., 2017). Similar occurences506

are observed in the Arctic MIZ, with salinity driving ML density variability during ice-507

free conditions (Timmermans & Winsor, 2013).508

Initially, cold, low saline water is advected through the sample region, and posi-509

tive buoyancy anomalies, driven by salinity, are observed (Figure 5). Mixed layer buoy-510

ancy becomes more sensitive to temperature fluctuations as the summer season progresses.511

A possible explanation for this decoupling is the decrease in low-saline water present in512

the sample region (Figure 5a, c) and concurrent increase in the temperature contribu-513

tion to buoyancy as surface temperatures warm. In early summer, the water tempera-514

tures are cold (< 1oC) and thus temperature has a small impact on buoyancy because515

of nonlinearities in the equation of state. As the water temperatures increase, so too does516

the thermal expansion coefficient and correspondingly the temperature contribution to517

buoyancy. In this region, the largest contributor to positive surface buoyancy flux is so-518

lar heating. Increased buoyancy associated with a warmer ML increases the stability of519

the ML, with the potential to suppress MLI.520
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Figure 10. a) Summer surface heat flux (Qnet, red) and equivalent freshwater flux

(Qfreshwater, blue) expressed as an equivalent heat flux from ERA5 reanalysis, and the sum

of the two (Qsurf , black). Rolling means of 24 hours are applied. b) Equivalent heat flux by

submesoscale overturning due to mixed layer baroclinic instability (QMLE , orange) and Ekman

Buoyancy Flux (QEBF , green). A rolling mean of the inertial period (10 hours) was applied

to QEBF to reduce emphasis on sporadic events. c) Sum of the total surface buoyancy forc-

ing, restratification due to mixed layer eddies and wind-driven submesoscale Ekman transport

(Qtot = Qsurf + QMLE + QEBF ) expressed as an equivalent heat flux. The red curve shows

Qsurf as in a) for reference. The onset of autumn is indicated by the black line above the plot,

defined by a shift from positive to negative heat flux into the ocean. Note the change in scale on

the yaxis.
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Temperature determines the seasonal trend in ML buoyancy (Figure 5c), but vari-521

ations in salinity that continue throughout the season give rise to lateral density gradi-522

ents. Salinity contribution to buoyancy varies around a stationary mean, reflecting swirling523

horizontal gradients likely characteristic of submesoscale eddies (McWilliams, 2016), and524

providing evidence that MLEs may be contributing to the observed lateral buoyancy gra-525

dients.526

The time series we present here extends beyond that of Swart et al. (2020), in which527

they show that submesoscale fronts persist into summer in an interplay between ther-528

mohaline slumping by winds and frontogenesis. Corresponding with their observations,529

lateral buoyancy gradients observed here persist from December to February, but even-530

tually reduce in magnitude from mid-February until the end of March when the surface531

heat flux turns negative (Figure 2) and the supply of freshwater from the south decreases532

(Figure 6). While the strength of the overlying westerlies does not noticeably diminish,533

the amount of freshwater available to advect northwards decreases as the sea ice reaches534

its minimum extent, ∼ 1000 km south of the study site (Figure 1a). The dampening of535

surface lateral buoyancy gradients in late summer may reflect this loss of a source of pos-536

itive buoyancy anomalies. In summary, our observations support the hypothesis that sharp537

(e.g bx > 5 ×10−8 s−2, Figure 5c) sea ice meltwater fronts persist in the ice-impacted538

Southern Ocean after the sea ice has melted.539

4.2 Summer submesoscale processes540

We observed salinity-driven lateral fronts at submesoscales during summer in the541

ice free Antarctic MIZ, with increased prevalence occuring with close proximity to the542

sea ice melt out (occurring at this study site on the 10th December 2018). Concurring543

with surface observations by Swart et al. (2020), evidence for an active submesoscale regime544

during early summer is reflected in the ML density variability, representative of poten-545

tial energy in the ML (Figure 8). As the summer season progresses, the magnitude of546

density variability decreases and the reduction in variance is greater at smaller scales.547

The slope of the power spectral density tends towards steeper slopes from k = -2.08 ±548

0.73 in early summer to k = -3.0 ± 1.25 in late summer (Figure 8a). The change in den-549

sity variability across scales and the steepening of this spectral slope suggests a shift in550

the intrinsic ocean dynamics and overlying forcing mechanisms. Power spectral density551

slopes illustrate the transfer of energy across length scales. Ageostrophic regimes includ-552
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ing the submesoscale, flatten the spectral slope (typically scaling as k−2) as these pro-553

cesses can efficiently transfer energy to small scales through turbulent mixing induced554

by MLI and their interactions with the mesoscale straining field. Submesoscale regimes555

dominated by baroclinic MLI tend to have spectral slopes k−2 during winter, when MLs556

are deep (e.g Callies et al., 2015). Steeper slopes do not negate submesoscale activity (Timmermans557

et al., 2012; Timmermans & Winsor, 2013), but are more characteristic of mesoscale driven558

regimes (e.g Rocha et al., 2016).559

Even though a submesoscale regime is evident (Figure 10), we found that if the fine-560

scale fronts observed reflect stirring of MLEs, their impact on surface stratification is weak561

(QMLE = 5 - 20 W m−2). With an average surface heat flux of 200 W m−2, restrati-562

fication by MLEs is not large enough to compete. Winds oriented up or down front have563

impacts on the lifetime of the fronts with implications to mixing and the persistence of564

fronts. EBF varies between 100 - 1000 W m−2, up to 2 orders of magnitude greater than565

QMLE , and often larger than the ambient surface heat flux. EBF acts to intermittently566

increase stratification or increase mixing. The effect of winds interacting with ML fronts,567

decreases later in summer. These results indicate that mechanical wind forcing interac-568

tions with the observed fine-scale fronts can be important to the mixed layer structure.569

Estimates of MLI and EBF are slightly larger than that estimated by Biddle and Swart570

(2020) for the same region during summer (QMLE ∼ O(10) W m−2, QEBF ∼ O(100)571

W m−2 ), likely linked to their data record only beginning during late summer condi-572

tions and the higher resolution of our sampling (0.3-4 km versus ∼ 9 km in Biddle and573

Swart (2020)).574

North of the Southern Boundary of the ACC, similar submesoscale fluxes have been575

observed in the regions between the ACC jets. EKE is relatively weak and MLD is <576

100 m resulting in similar MLE fluxes to this study (du Plessis et al., 2019) but in the577

energetic Drake Passage MLs are deeper (MLD > 100 m) and lateral gradients are stronger578

(up to 3 ×10−7 s−2), providing MLE fluxes that can reach up to 4000 W m−2 (Viglione579

et al., 2018). By definition, MLEs draw more APE from deeper MLDs (Fox-Kemper et580

al., 2008). The potential for MLE fluxes in our data is thus limited by the relatively shal-581

low summer MLDs. A secondary peak in MLE potential during early autumn in the Antarc-582

tic MIZ, concurrent with ML deepening is shown by Biddle and Swart (2020). Similarly,583

at the end of this dataset, with the onset of autumn and a deepening ML, MLEs begin584

to increase in magnitude again.585
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In the Southern Ocean, denser waters are generally located to the south, with lighter586

waters to the north. The predominantly westerly winds over this meridional gradient in587

density creates a large scale destratifying EBF over the region. Within the ACC, sim-588

ilar observations of EBF to the present study support this mechanism at the submesoscale589

as well (du Plessis et al., 2019). Conversely, at the MIZ, after sea ice melt, the merid-590

ional gradient is variable as lighter fresher water advects northwards intermittently, re-591

sulting in both stratifying and destratifying EBF under similar wind forcing (Figure 10,592

S3).593

These results show that while submesoscale front generation is likely due to mesoscale594

stirring of freshwater, stratification may be more strongly influenced by wind-front in-595

teractions, represented here by EBF. These findings are in line with previous observa-596

tions in the Weddell Sea (Biddle & Swart, 2020), suggesting that these dynamics are not597

limited to the year of this study.598

4.3 Mixed Layer response to submesoscale flow599

It is challenging to infer the impact of submesoscale flow on the ML structure em-600

pirically due to the ephemeral nature of submesoscales together with the multiple pro-601

cesses that impact the variability of the MLD. Yet, our summer data provides evidence602

that submesoscale processes actively modify the ML, but likely do not penetrate below603

the ML.604

The sea ice impacted ML reflects the influence of atmosphere-ocean fluxes, sea ice605

and internal ocean variability. Here, we have focused on the relative contribution and606

interactions of atmospheric forcing, sea ice and submesoscale flows to the ML structure.607

Heat flux into the ocean is the dominant process in setting the mixed layer stratifica-608

tion over the summer season, with a relatively small contribution from evaporation and609

precipitation (Figure 8a). Nevertheless, ML buoyancy anomalies are driven by salinity610

changes, even well into the summer season (although the magnitude of the anomalies de-611

creases).612

In our study, MLEs have weak stratifying potential over the summer season (Fig-613

ure 10b). Under summer conditions, when the ML is shallow, there is less available po-614

tential energy for MLEs to restratify the upper ocean. Nevertheless, model studies (Callies615

& Ferrari, 2018) show that MLI are unlikely to be damped out in shallow summer MLs,616
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even if mixing time scales are short. One possibility is that MLI do grow and lead to re-617

stratification of the ML in summer after sea ice melt but quickly exhaust the energy fu-618

eling their growth.619

The significant contribution of EBF to the upper ocean surface equivalent heat flux620

was observed, particularly in early summer following sea ice melt (Figure 10). In some621

studies, submesoscale activity under shallow ML conditions have resulted in deepening622

MLs (Luo et al., 2016; Lévy et al., 2010) due to the increased vertical mixing induced623

by the fronts that erode the shallow base of the ML. In this study, while we do not test624

the evolution of the ML structure with and without the inclusion of submesoscale ac-625

tivity, we speculate that the Antarctic MIZ could be responding similarly and observe626

a gradual deepening of the ML over the summer season. The presence of fine-scale fronts627

as a result of swirling MLEs may enhance upper ocean mixing through interactions with628

surface wind stress. Evidence that this may be the case is presented at the end of the629

observational time series (∼ 20 March 2018, Figure 10). A strong wind and precipita-630

tion event (Figure 3b,c) occurs over a strong lateral buoyancy gradient (> 1 ×10−7 s−2),631

inducing very strong submesoscale EBF (> 500 W m−2), with the potential to erode the632

base of the ML and mix the underlying waters into the ML. Similar strength wind events633

occurred before in the time series (∼ 18 Jan 2018 and ∼ 10 March 2018), but during those634

times the lateral buoyancy gradients were weak and thus EBF was not significant. Be-635

cause of the intermittency of both the passing wind events and the submesoscale MLEs,636

it is probable that similar events were missed by the observational platform. It could be637

speculated, that in nearby regions unobserved by the Seaglider, these wind events, in com-638

bination with the lateral buoyancy gradients, may be driving local mixing more than if639

the submesoscale flows were not active (i.e. when the upper ocean is more homogeneous,640

winds may not have a large impact).641

In this paper, we argue that the fine-scale lateral gradients observed are represen-642

tative of MLEs. The fine-scale fronts may however also be linked to filamentation by mesoscale643

eddies. To separate ML lateral gradients resulting from MLEs as opposed to filamen-644

tation by mesoscale eddies, we computed spiciness in the ML and spiciness along the 1027.7645

km m−3 isopycnal which lies below the WW layer (Figure 11). A correlation analysis646

between detrended spice along isopycnals illustrates the convergence of the correlation647

to almost zero below the WW layer. This emphasises two points: 1) that most of the648

anomalies observed in the ML were confined to the ML and likely representative of MLEs,649
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Figure 11. Time series of spice in a) the Mixed Layer and b) an isopycnal below the Win-

ter Water (WW) layer. Blue shading indicates times when the Seaglider was completing the

mesoscale transects. c) Correlation between the time series shown in a) and consecutive isopyc-

nals beneath. Dashed grey lines indicate the approximate MLD isopycnal and the isopycnal at

the bottom of the WW layer.

and 2) the confinement of MLEs in the ML suggests that there is indeed limited exchange650

with the interior as a result of sea ice melt which increases upper ocean stratification.651

Combined, these result support the hypothesis that the fronts observed are evidence652

that MLE stirring which effectively brings upper ocean lateral gradients closer together,653

and the resultant wind-front interactions impacts the ML structure during early sum-654

mer in the Antarctic MIZ. In particular, our evidence highlights the potential role of sub-655

mesoscale wind-front interactions to maintain weaker early summer stratification at the656

base of the ML under otherwise highly stratifying conditions.657

4.4 Implications658

As per Swart et al. (2020), we have shown that submesoscale flow is more active659

during early summer after sea ice has melted, most likely energised by the regional im-660

pact of meltwater fronts, than later in the summer season. Meltwater is an important661

driver of watermass transformation in the Southern Ocean (Abernathey et al., 2016; Pel-662

lichero et al., 2018). In the summer, the shallow ML of the ice-impacted Southern Ocean663

is subject to transformation through the influx of fresher meltwater, solar heating, stir-664
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ring by both mesoscale and submesoscale flows and the passage of strong wind events.665

We find that MLI has low potential to restratify the ML and subduct water to depth.666

This confirms the necessary advection of these modified waters northward, or potentially667

downstream in the ACC, before subducting and connecting with the global circulation668

system (e.g. Figure 1, Pellichero et al., 2018). The substantial increase in the impact of669

winds on the ML when strong lateral buoyancy gradients or fronts are present, provides670

a secondary mechanism for eroding the base of the ML and mixing with the underlying671

warmer and saltier waters. It is interesting to consider whether wind interactions with672

submesoscale flow play an important role in mixing the uCDW waters into the ML. uCDW673

waters are warm, salty and high in nutrients, thus the upwards mixing of these waters674

will act to support primary production as well as modify the properties of the ML. The675

implications for ML interior exchange in this region under weak MLEs but stronger EBF676

when submesoscale fronts are active or reduced is an avenue for future research.677

Current models and observations indicate that the Southern Ocean is freshening678

(Haumann et al., 2016, 2020). Even though the ML may become shallower as it becomes679

fresher, it is likely that MLI will persist (Callies & Ferrari, 2018), and the dynamics de-680

scribed here will continue to be relevant. It has been suggested that the predicted shal-681

lower MLs of a warming climate will suppress submesoscale activity (Richards et al., 2020).682

Here, we show an Antarctic example with evidence of submesoscale activity when the683

ML is shallow.684

4.5 Caveats685

4.5.1 Frontal processes observed by gliders686

ML lateral buoyancy gradients are a central parameter in much of the analysis pre-687

sented in this study. The interpretation of surface fronts observed by profiling gliders is688

not trivial and a number of assumptions were made in the presentation of the results.689

In this field campaign, the Seaglider was piloted to complete repeat bow-tie pat-690

terns over a single geographical area. A complete bow-tie took, on average, 7 days to com-691

plete. Sampling fronts in this way means that the Seaglider may sample a single front692

multiple times. Given the transient nature of surface submesoscale fronts and a ML eddy693

growth rate of ∼ 10 hours, it is unlikely that the same front is indeed sampled multiple694

times by the Seaglider. Moreover, the background mean flow was ∼ 8 cm s−1, compared695
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to the velocity of the Seaglider ∼ 23 cm s−1. Nevertheless, the data is analysed such that696

the results do not rely on repeat sampling of a front, or the sampling of many fronts, but697

provides a basis by which to statistically estimate the average presence and strength of698

these fine-scale fronts and associated impact on the ML, acknowledging that individual699

features can be very different.700

We assume the Seaglider samples fronts perpendicularly. Acknowledging this is not701

the case, a statistical analysis shows that the lateral gradients are underestimated by a702

factor of 0.64. Compared to the lateral gradients captured by a Sailbuoy (measuring val-703

ues of bx up to 0.06 kg m−3 km−1, Swart et al., 2020), which was sampling the study704

site concurrently, the lateral gradients observed by the Seaglider are small (bx up to 0.015705

kg m−3 km−1), but nevertheless comparable to those observed in the Arctic MIZ by Seaglid-706

ers (∼ 0.03 kg m−3 km−1, Timmermans and Windsor, 2013). Furthermore, using aver-707

aged ML lateral gradients also reduces the magnitude of lateral gradients, compared to708

taking the lateral gradients in the middle of the ML (Thompson et al., 2016).709

Additionally, synoptic winds are not always oriented directly downstream or up-710

stream of the fronts. The Seaglider interpretation of the EBF can be analysed by com-711

puting the observed EBF (EBFobs) to the actual EBF (EBFactual), estimated from all712

the observed Seaglider angles and wind angles with respect to a fixed buoyancy gradi-713

ent (following Thompson et al. (2016)). The Seaglider tends to capture either all or lit-714

tle of the EBF, however this method can also overestimate EBF if the wind stress is aligned715

perpendicular to the front but interpreted as orthogonal. On average, the ratio of the716

root mean square of EBFobs to EBFactual is 0.71, suggesting that the EBF values pre-717

sented here are underestimated.718

4.5.2 Regionality719

We present the results with reference to Antarctic MIZs, but our conclusions are720

drawn from a subset of high resolution data within a 1o ×1o degree box at the north-721

ern edge of the Weddel Sea MIZ. We focus on the interactions of processes which are likely722

prevalent throughout the ice-impacted Southern Ocean. However, we acknowledge that723

the Antarctic MIZ varies regionally in terms atmospheric forcing. For example, the Amund-724

sen Sea Low (ASL) controls winds near West Antarctica. If the zonal winds are inten-725

sified because of a deeper ASL, the melt of sea ice occurs earlier in the spring season and726
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solar warming over summer is enhanced (Holland et al., 2017). In such a case, it is likely727

that submesoscale processes will be more suppressed during summer. In this way, dif-728

ferent regions may experience different leading order forcing mechanisms (like the ASL),729

which may alter the conclusions drawn from these results.730

5 Conclusion731

Throughout this study we have demonstrated the influence of sea ice derived fresh732

water on the vertical and lateral structure of the ML. Predominantly northwards Ek-733

man transport of sea ice meltwater stratifies the ML in the Antarctic MIZ. However, at734

the same time, the strong north-south mesoscale gradients from the sea ice meltwater735

creates conditions for the formation of submesoscale MLEs. We show that while these736

MLEs are confined to the surface boundary layer because of the strong stratification, wind737

interactions with the resultant fine-scale fronts enhance ML variability. The winds in-738

teract with the fine-scale fronts, increasing variability within the ML through both strat-739

ifying and destratifying buoyancy fluxes induced by cross-front Ekman driven transport.740

When the freshwater source decreases later in summer, the magnitude of lateral buoy-741

ancy gradients, as well as the submesoscale EBF also decrease. These results show that742

sea ice impacted MLs, while predominantly forced by the 1D influx of meltwater dur-743

ing summer, cannot be solely treated as 1D systems. Submesoscale fronts are enhanced744

by the meltwater mesoscale gradients, modulating the influence of winds on the ML. It745

therefore becomes possible that the ML response to wind forcing and subsequently, heat746

and freshwater transport, may be misrepresented in coupled-climate models if the sub-747

mesoscale is not resolved or accurately parameterized.748
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